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21st-century learning takes 
21st-century classrooms.
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Tab Pull: Available 
in black.

Bar Pull: Available 
in silver or black.

Education today requires technology. New Medley workstations feature three 

wire-management solutions that meet the needs of students and teachers. They 

also provide practical functionality, quick-change mobility and height adjustability. 

Constructed of commercial-grade materials, they are sturdy, stand up to heavy 

use, and come in a flexible range of widths, depths and configurations to fit any 

arrangement in any room on any budget. Add everything up and New Medley 

efficiently solves the real-world problems of successful learning spaces. 

Flip-top boxes provide neat and 
convenient worksurface access for 
routing and containing wires. Built-in 
locks protect cords and provide  
tamper-resistant wire management.

Integrated wire-management systems 
channel electrical cords and data lines 
from table to table, making it easy to set 
up or remove computers.

The split-level workstation puts 
monitors at the right height for 
effective viewing and clear sight lines 
between students and instructors, 
while also hiding cords and cables.



Equipment cords access wire 
management trays through 
standard grommets.

Take the limits off learning spaces. New Medley workstations smoothly integrate 

technology and learning. Wires are organized within 

an integrated wire-management tray, fully concealed 

under the desktop and behind a modesty panel. A 

broad range of worksurface sizes – 20”, 24” and 30” 

depths and widths ranging from 30” up to 84” – and 

90-degree wedges give students plenty of study 

space and lots of legroom. And with a versatile 

selection of ergonomic accessories, including CPU 

holders, keyboard trays and monitor arms, New 

Medley provides the breadth and flexibility to give 

you the highest impact for the lowest cost.
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Wires and cables run through  
New Medley’s horizontal 
integrated wire-management tray 
to the power source.

Open ends allow flush table-to-
table wire management. Optional 
end caps with grommets neatly 
finish the run. 

New Medley’s modesty panel 
and integrated wire-management 
tray provide a neat approach-side 
appearance and a tangle-free 
student experience.



New Medley gives you an efficient and reliable way to 

keep classrooms fluid and adaptable. Optional casters 

make workstations easy to rearrange for changing 

lesson plans and group projects. Just as important, New 

Medley offers fixed- and adjustable-height leg options 

to fit multiple age groups and ADA requirements. And 

because the height of fixed legs – whether on glides 

or casters – is a consistent 29”, clustered arrangements 

always have a clean, flush fit. Plus, integrated modesty 

panels and optional grommets neatly manage cords and 

cables, so workstations are always tech-ready. Smart and 

simple, New Medley gives students and teachers exactly 

what they need when they need it.

Solid performance makes the grade.

Cutouts allow clean cord/wire 
management.

The modesty panel keeps cords 
and cables out of sight and out of 
the way.
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The vertical CPU holder 
adjusts vertically and 
horizontally, maximizing 
limited space.

The CPU holder hooks 
over foot.

The mobile CPU holder 
rolls easily into place and 
saves worksurface space 
for work.

The standard slide-out 
keyboard tray provides 
ergonomic comfort.

The fully articulating 
keyboard tray with 
universal mouse pad 
optimizes comfort and 
productivity.

The optional power/
data module is UL-listed 
and has 3 grounded 
power outlets and 2 
voice/data ports.

The optional wire 
management tray holds 
and hides cords (CCFL 
version).

Optional casters make 
reconfiguration easier.

Specifically made for wired learning.
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Accessories

The Computer Center lets you create space-efficient clusters 

that excel at wire management. Cords and cables run through 

grommets on worksurfaces and printer tops into a centrally located 

wire manager. Practical details – such as legs and printer shelves 

that adjust in height to fit students of all sizes – provide functional 

flexibility and added value.

The flat screen monitor arm frees 
up desk space while offering a 
more ergonomic viewing angle.



Value-priced solutions for every classroom.
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Wear-Resistant Paint Finishes

Note: Due to the limitations of the printing process, printed colors may vary from actual finish samples.

Silver Slate Grey Black

Paint Colors

Laminate 
Colors

Fusion  
Maple

Monticello 
Maple

Natural 
Pear

Huntington 
Maple

Wild 
Cherry

Versailles 
Anigre

Empire 
Mahogany

Golden 
Oak

Medium 
Lanty Oak

Winchester 
Walnut

Silicon EV Titanium 
EV

Grey 
Nebula

Olive 
Legacy

Bronze 
Legacy

Pewter 
Brush

Evening 
Tigris

Graphite
Nebula

Khaki Dove Grey Slate Grey Black Woolamai 
Brush

Illawarra
Brush

Under-worksurface cable routing

New Medley offers three different wire-

management options to meet a range of price 

points: lockable flip-top cable boxes, integrated 

cable tray with modesty panel and under-

worksurface cable routing behind modesty 

panel. And New Medley is just as attractive as 

it is practical. With a versatile selection of sizes, 

configurations, and wear-resistant laminates 

and paint colors, it’s easy to achieve a cohesive 

look that reflects your high standards. All 

things considered, New Medley is an ideal and 

affordable solution for any size school or budget.

The 3mm edge comes in 
21 colors.

The smooth t-mold edge 
has 9 color choices. 

Optional Vertical  
Wire Management 
Channel safely directs 
cords to the floor.

The height-adjust-
able leg has a 24” 
- 32” range and is 
ADA compliant.

Flip-top cable box

Integrated cable tray

High-Pressure Laminates

Khaki Dove Grey Putty

3mm Edge 
Colors

Slate Grey Black

Smooth 
T-Mold 
Colors

Khaki Dove Grey Golden 
Oak

Wild 
Cherry

Empire 
Mahogany

Medium 
Lanty Oak

Winchester 
Walnut

Brown
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Fusion  
Maple

Monticello 
Maple

Natural 
Pear

Huntington 
Maple

Wild 
Cherry

Versailles 
Anigre

Empire 
Mahogany

Golden 
Oak

Medium 
Lanty Oak

Winchester 
Walnut

Silicon EV Titanium 
EV

Grey 
Nebula

Olive 
Legacy

Bronze 
Legacy

Pewter 
Brush

Evening 
Tigris

Graphite
Nebula

Khaki Dove Grey Slate Grey Black
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